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Proposed Hardware Changes for RHIC p-C Polarimeter   

1  Use the same WFDs for each ring (instead of upstream and
 downstream). One day job for Tony’s group. 

2  Change the allowed combination between polarimeter 1 and 2 in the
 anti-crash box. Examples: B1H and B2H or B2V are allowed.
 Switching B1H and B1V will require rewiring the box (quick, but
 expert only). 

3  Target drive assembly modification based on findings during test. 
4  Change target home positions for all target holders. The drawback is

 to lose the capability of switching from 1-3-5 to 2-4-6. 
5  Replace the bad BNL Si detector in blue2. 
6   Use Hamamatsu detectors for  one polarimeter? 
7  Test 1mm BNL detectors as one 90 degree pair? 



Proposed Software Changes for RHIC p-C Polarimeter   

1  Both polarimeter targets were off home switches during the run. As a
 consequence, no target can be moved. How to avoid it?  

2  Need a feedback system for data rates.  Why does an operator have to
 ‘tune’ the rate?  Need to add this calculation (Seth) 

3  We are limited to one plane at a time. There are 3 measurements on every
 ramp and 3 more throughout the store.  Cutting the time in half
 DIRECTLY results in more time in Physics. (CAD and pol. Group) 

4  The system will not let you start a new measurement until it has fully
 completed the analysis part.  Can we estimate the time spent on data
 readout and claim that most of time is the readout, not analysis? If so, add
 another status of readout. If not, we should change the application and the
 local software to allow taking a new measurement while the analysis is
 done. 

5  Can polarization measurement be a push button operation? Currently, it
 requires: setting the target running speed/range; start a run; view the
 pictures;  dump the pictures into elog.  Yes, if the picture dump is done
 automatically. 



Comments from Operators in Retreat 

Polarization measurement 
More time spent during Setup than any other component of a store 

turnaround 
Polarization system is consistently a couple runs behind the rest of 

the machine systems as far as efficiency 
Feedback system for data rates?  Why does an operator have to ‘tune’ 

the rate?  Waste of time 
Application is bug-ridden with all the additions made to it.  Needs a fresh 

re-write. 
We are limited to one plane at a time. There are 3 measurements on 

every ramp and 3 more throughout the store.  Cutting the time in half 
DIRECTLY results in more time in Physics. 

The system will not let you start a new measurement until it has fully 
completed the analysis part.  Waste of time. 


